**PRESENTS:**

**HEBREW / ENGLISH TRANSLITERATED BIBLE**

**REACH A 90% PROFICIENCY IN READING HEBREW WORDS IN ONE HOUR!**

- See the Hebrew text spelled with English letters.
- Read the Hebrew Bible - even if you don't know Hebrew.

**4000 PAGES, LINE-BY-LINE, HEBREW, ENGLISH AND TRANSLITERATION OF THE WHOLE BIBLE!**

In this program, the Hebrew text of the Bible is written with both Hebrew and English letters. The text in blue (see below) is the transliteration -- Hebrew words spelled with English letters. You read the Hebrew text just as you would read any English text, with only six minor differences that you can learn within one hour! This transliteration method is revolutionary in its simplicity: it consists of common sounds, found mostly in English. We took an extra step, and broke down most of the words in the Bible into core syllables, separated by small bullets. (we did not apply this to God's name). This program, then, makes pronouncing the Hebrew Bible available to you too and not only to exclusive groups of skilled linguists and professionals.

### Browse ● Search ● Copy ● Print

Includes three units, allowing you several options, including blazing speed Heb./Eng. searching, copying and printing pages with the font used in printed editions of Bible and Prayer books.

**Reg. price: 89.00**

**Special: $49.95**

**PLUS - FREE! MP3 CD WITH THE ENTIRE BIBLE NARRATED IN HEBREW (ARRANGED BY BOOKS) CD INCLUDES 65 HOURS OF RECORDING.**

---

**HEBREW / ENGLISH TRANSLITERATED BIBLE**

4000 PAGES, LINE-BY-LINE, HEBREW, ENGLISH AND TRANSLITERATION OF THE WHOLE BIBLE!

REACH A 90% PROFICIENCY IN READING HEBREW IN ONE HOUR!

READ THE HEBREW TEXT WITH ENGLISH LETTERS

TRANSLITERATION OF THE WHOLE BIBLE

-hebrewworld.com

800-998-5698
The best of Bible Fragrances
Concentrated colognes, Aromatherapy soaps

Levona (Frankincense)
Exceptional, distinct fragrance that gives a wonderful feeling and draws attention. Considered to be the first perfume of the biblical era. Rare and precious, this essence was also used in the Holy Temple.

Cologne Spray
50 ml. frosted Italian glass bottles - $39.95
Special Sale - $34.95
Any 2 bottles - $59.95

Land of the Bible
Aromatic Soaps
Hand-made, Premium Soaps with natural aromatic oils
Each bar: $6.95

Alma Aromatherapy Soaps with natural oils
Three scents: Jasmine, Lily, Citrus and Lemongrass
Designed to keep scent to the last thread of the soap

Myrrh
A sensuous and exciting fragrance. It was used in perfumery, and in many medicines and incense. Myrrh was favored in King Solomon's palace. It gives a long-lasting, fresh, and rejuvenating feeling. Can be used by both women and men.

Yarden Olive Oil Soap
An old traditional recipe, made in Israel by a family that traces its lineage to the Kings of Judah!

Each bar: $4.95
3-bar pkg.: $10.95
Superb aroma!
INTRODUCING:

MILONET

Babylon based

ELECTRONIC DICTIONARY

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MILONET AND BABYLON?

MILONET $149.00

♦ 32 MB of RAM. Modern, FLASH memory
♦ 6,200,000 words, Heb./Eng. database (using Babylon’s database & search)
♦ Complete Hebrew - Hebrew dictionary
♦ Complete English - English dictionary
♦ 7 line screen, slightly wider (less scrolling)
♦ Expandable via a built-in USB port
  No need to purchase any hardware
♦ USB port (connection to your computer)
♦ Simple, 2 AAA batteries (cheaper, last longer)
♦ FREE updates (download directly to Milonet)
♦ Hebrew Calendar and Hebrew Date Scheduler of worldwide sunrise, sunset

BABYLON $129.00

♦ 16 MB of RAM. not updatable.
♦ 6,200,000 words, Heb./Eng. database (using Babylon’s database & search)
♦ No Hebrew - Hebrew dictionary
♦ No English - English dictionary
♦ 6 line screen (smaller than Milonet’s)
♦ Expandable if you purchase new cartridge hardware. (currently not available)
♦ Cannot be connected to computer
♦ Uses special CR-2032 batteries. (Expensive)
♦ No database updates
♦ No Hebrew Calendar, No Hebrew Date Scheduler, No worldwide sunrise, sunset

Milonet 2010 Model also has:

♦ A screen/keyboard protective cover
♦ A large print English manual + photos

MILONET IS $20 MORE THAN BABYLON, BUT WITH ITS TWO EXTRA DICTIONARIES — HEBREW/HEBREW AND ENGLISH/ENGLISH — PLUS SO MANY MORE FEATURES, IT’S DEFINITELY WORTH THE DIFFERENCE. ALSO, WITH MILONET’S AMAZING EXPANDABILITY, YOU PROBABLY WON’T NEED ANOTHER DICTIONARY FOR MANY YEARS.

HEBREW WORLD

1-800-998-5698 www.hebrewworld.com
GOLDEN HEBREW BUNDLE

PRESENTING:
The friendliest Hebrew programs you've ever seen!

The newest, hottest CD-ROM on the market. Utilizing advanced phonetic concepts, this interactive program is ideal for children, yet sophisticated enough for the US embassy staff in Tel Aviv. Hebrew World is entertaining, intriguing and enlightening. Loaded with beautiful graphics, sounds and music, it is the friendliest, most effective Hebrew program you've ever seen.

HEBREW WORLD

All programs are Windows & MAC OS X Compatible

The best companion to any Hebrew Program

SPEAKTIONARY - Speaking Picture Dictionary

Over 1800 files of sounds, pictures and videos. THE BEST COMPANION TO ANY HEBREW PROGRAM This exciting program includes Hebrew, English and transliteration for every picture. Easy to use, elegant, friendly, and entertaining CD-ROM for children and adults alike. Hear Man, Woman & Children's voices.

READING THE BIBLE IN HEBREW

Extra Bonus! (mention Bonus 1) - A great audio tutorial, that will train you to read Biblical Hebrew. Featuring narrated chapters of Genesis with 2 reading speeds: Normal and Slow! (see more details in this catalog).

TRANSLITERATED BIBLE

4000 pages, line-by-line, multi color Hebrew, English and transliteration of the whole Bible! Reach a 90% proficiency in reading Hebrew in one hour: Read the Hebrew text spelled with English letters. Full search capabilities in English and Hebrew. Windows and MAC compatible. Plus - FREE! MP3 CD with the entire Bible narrated in Hebrew (arranged by books). CD includes 65 hours of recording.

HEBREW CONVERSATION

Hear 25 Hebrew conversations and a short story with English translation, and start speaking Hebrew today! 2 ways of hearing segments: with English after every Hebrew sentence, and Hebrew only. In both options, you have the bilingual text on the screen. Accompanied with a booklet (that you print) with all Hebrew texts. Over 800 useful words!
Welcome to Hebrew
$99.00

You’ve got a speaking part on screen!
Includes: 224-page book with vowels + 3 video Active™ DVDs
◆ In the 30 lessons of this course, you’ll learn over 1200 new words! (more than what’s covered in an ordinary Israeli Ulpan class!).
◆ Focus on conversational skills ◆ No previous knowledge of Hebrew is needed! ◆ Easy, simple and clear! ◆ The book contains 30 translated lessons, with explanations, and English transliterations ◆ 3 DVDs with all the material covered in the book. Can also be used without the book ◆ VIDEO-ACTIVE™: A unique method that boosts your speaking ability

Dikduk - Hebrew Grammar
$49.95

You can read Hebrew. You may know some basic vocabulary. Now, it's time to take the next step. It's time for Dikduk! Understand and learn Hebrew grammar, with informative, imaginative lessons, combined with challenging, enjoyable and entertaining quizzes and exercises! You'll study: ◆ Parts of speech and how to use them in sentences ◆ Roots and their inflections (prefixes and suffixes) ◆ Verbs in past, present, future and other categories ◆ Pronouns and prepositions. ◆ A higher level program, Dikduk 2 is also available. See details on our web site. Windows and MAC CD-ROM

Modern Hebrew - Exercises
$59.95

Modern Hebrew provides all the tools you need to improve your Hebrew language skills, with twenty-one interactive lessons designed to increase your level of Hebrew language understanding and usage. ◆ Hebrew/English dictionary of all words used in the program, exercises and quizzes ◆ A memorable journey through Israeli culture, with songs, photos, and more ◆ Improves, enhances and increases your conversational Hebrew skills and overall language comprehension ◆ Basic grammatical principles - Notes on grammar are arranged by lesson and by theme ◆ Basic reading tutorial. Windows and MAC CD-ROM

Hebrew. Let’s Speak!
$45.95

Includes: 192-page full color book with vowels + DVD
A collection of easy and authentic conversations, made up of phrases and short sentences – it’s easy to understand, easy to remember, and easy to start speaking Hebrew! The course includes: ◆ 10 study units ◆ More than 1000 Hebrew words and phrases ◆ Common slang words and phrases ◆ Short grammatical and syntactical explanations ◆ Complete translation and transliteration in English ◆ Fully vocalized Hebrew ◆ Choose from subtitles in Hebrew or English ◆ Suitable for any age ◆ No previous knowledge of Hebrew required.
Cutting Edge
Hebrew-English Word Processors
for Windows and MAC

Mellel is an advanced word processor for Mac OS X, designed especially for scholars, creative and technical writers, or anyone seeking a feature-rich and reliable multi-lingual word processor.

The list of languages Mellel supports is long and impressive, but can be summed up in the following: Mellel fully supports all the scripts that are based on the Latin (Roman) alphabet, Chinese, Japanese and Korean (along with numerous variants and subscripts), Cyrillic and Greek alphabet, Arabic and Persian alphabet, Hebrew, Syriac and any other language written from right to left.

**Add style** to your Hebrew pages by using Hebrew World's "Most Beautiful Hebrew Letters." These great letters come in 9 styles that are integrated into this special edition of Mellel. You can use them for titles, logos, web pages, letterheads or newsletters. Since you insert each letter as a picture (.jpg) you can scale the size of the letters to fit your needs.

WELCOME

MAC OS X

Mellel II

$79.00

Windows OS

DavkaWriter 6

World's best Hebrew/English Word Processor!

Includes: The complete Tanach, Mishna & Siddur
Exports any document to Adobe® PDF format

The DavkaWriter Platinum 6 handles nikud and trope precisely. It supports both the phonetic and standard Hebrew keyboard layouts, and features an on-screen visual Hebrew keyboard, which makes text entry easy for those unfamiliar with the Hebrew keyboard layout. It includes a special ‘low underline’ feature which ensures that nikud is not obscured, has search and replace that matches nikud or trope, and the ability to select text of one language from a multi-lingual document, Jewish-themed page borders, and print preview that show the pages side by side, from right to left.

- Auto Spell Check checks spelling as you type, in Hebrew and English!
- Export files to Adobe® PDF format
- Coloring of nikud and trope
- Complete text of the Siddur with nikud
- Bookmarks and Hyperlinks
- Widow and orphan control
- Hundreds of decorative and patterned page borders
- Text boxes
- Automatic bulleted, numbering and outlining
- Yiddish support
- Drag and drop editing, unlimited undo of previous actions
- Easy-to-use, customized placement of nekudot and trope with Intelli-Accent
- Many Hebrew and English fonts
- Drop Caps
- Inserts tables, columns, graphics, footnotes, headers and footers easily
- Enables creation of templates
- Many useful add-ons
- Hebrew keyboard stickers

$149.00
BIBLICAL HEBREW - For Beginners

The most comprehensive program available for English speakers who plan to learn the Book of Books!

This program includes everything you need to master reading, writing, analyzing, and translating Biblical Hebrew! Featuring 26 interactive and dynamic lessons, Biblical Hebrew contains a wealth of fascinating information, including summaries of each book of the Bible and a colorful atlas of Biblical maps. Also included: Comprehensive grammar tutorials, Audio dictionary and many interactive exercises.

Finally! - Hebrew Scriptures at ease! - see details: hebrewworld.com

$99.00

THE KEYS TO THE BIBLE
Explore its surface! Research its Depths!

$59.95

- Bilingual Bible text in parallel columns
- User specified menu language, Eng. or Heb.
- On screen Hebrew keyboard
- Bilingual commentaries of the Torah
- The 613 Commandments of the Torah
- Summary of each book of the Bible
- Go to book/chapter/verse
- Go to Torah portion of the week
- Complete concordance of Biblical festivals
- Biblical chronology
- User expandable bilingual dictionary
- Biblical lexicon
- List of Biblical names with translation
- Automatic code search
- Automatic code report including statistics of the findings
- Search within search of retrieved matrix
- Virtual multi-dimensional matrix split
- On screen tutorial
- Seven methods of Gematria plus a User Specified Value method
- Gematria dictionary and calculator
- Letter substitution
- Bilingual anagram feature
- Bible Code Movie Clip - a presentation of the Code theory.

Four free bonuses included!
- Bible Quiz - A best selling program with over 4000 questions all keyed to Bible reference, three levels, six categories of questions.
- Bible Screen Saver - a slide show with over 100 illustrations in beautiful color, including verse location and bilingual text quotation.
- Over 100 Biblical illustrations which you can select, copy, and paste in your own text.

Both programs - Windows CD-ROMs

TANACH PLUS (TANAKH)
Bilingual Hebrew English Bible with complete concordance and amazing Gematria tools

Important Features:
- Complete Hebrew Concordance
- Word identification by its root
- Complete English Concordance
- Menus in Hebrew and English
- Bilingual, side-by-side Biblical Text
- Go to book/chapter/verse/word
- Find word or phrase
- Gematria: 7 methods
- User specified Gematria value
- Gematria dictionary
- Letter Substitution
- Copy and paste to word processor
- User specified font size

- Allow searches in both languages
- Search by book, chapter or verse
- Seven methods of Gematria tools
- Complete Hebrew and English concordance
- View English and Hebrew Bibles side-by-side When scrolling one text the other language scroll too.
- Copy and paste to word processor, variable font size, and more.

$39.95

The Wisdom in the Hebrew Alphabet
The Sacred Letters as a Guide to Jewish Deed and Thought

Read 18 pages of this inspiring book on our site: www.hebrewworld.com/wisdomAB.html

THE WORD
The Dictionary That Reveals the Hebrew Source Of English

Isaac E. Mozeson

Over 300,000 sold of this amazing lexicon! See more on our site.

$34.95
Glowing Keyboard Stickers

Fluorescent keyboard stickers that allow work in dim and semi-dark environments, and more comfortable typing in lit areas! High quality fluorescent print reflects any ambient source of light - even the dimmest light source, such as the monitor’s light, make the keyboard letters illuminate in acrisp clear bright light that, literally, glow in the dark.

Product Advantages:
► Reduces eye fatigue ► Has large and vivid characters ► Renews worn out keyboards ► Unique coating for long-lasting use ► Matte surface that is pleasant to touch ► Easy to apply - just peel and stick ► Allows clean removal with no sticky glue ► Rounded corners for a better feel and durability ► Compatible with any keyboard.

JUMBO FLASH CARDS

Specially made for teaching groups
► 8.5 x 11 Cover Stock, corners rounded for child safety.
► 31 cards (22 alphabet letters + vet, chaf, fay, seen).
► Great for schools and for teaching small and medium size groups!
► Available in Print, Cursive, and Rashi style letters, each printed on both sides.
► The Hebrew font we use is customized to match most prayer books’ font & style.

LIVING ISRAELI HEBREW

For the Beginner...The Very Beginner!

In just a few short hours learn how to read and write. This clear and straightforward workbook has been specially created for English speakers with absolutely NO previous knowledge of Hebrew ★ Use it at home, at your own pace ★ Learn modern and Biblical Hebrew in one workbook ★ With music, Bible, grammar, and a useful expressions supplement ★ Native Israeli voice narration, in a clear, word-for-word, S L O W L Y speaking audio CD ★ Plus flash cards & more! ★ Especially written and narrated for English speakers with zero (yes, we mean “0”!) knowledge of Hebrew. More than 100,000 copies sold!

It is amazing that Hebrew can be so simple!

Workbook, Flash Cards + Audio CD

Only $14.95

Only $7.99
Targumatik Pro - Automatic full text translation!
Works great on your PC under all Windows OS!

A breakthrough program! With the 2009 Targumatik PRO™ your computer will translate any text automatically from English to Hebrew, and back again into English. Taking into account the rules of grammar, Targumatik produces a draft translation, which you can edit and polish. Although its best use is with a Hebrew supporting word processor, the program, using its own Hebrew font can also translate and paste Hebrew text into your non-Hebrew supporting word processor. A real time saver if you need to communicate back and forth in Hebrew and English.

$199.00

BABYLON The dictionary that leaves other Hebrew translators far, far behind!

State of the art, Hebrew-English / English-Hebrew translator with 6,200,000 words and 300,000 Expressions and idioms!

What makes Babylon the leader of Hebrew dictionaries?

Unprecedented features:

❖ With its 6,200,000 words and 300,000 useful expressions and idioms. Babylon leaves any other existing dictionary far behind. ❖ This is the only dictionary that includes all the Hebrew verbs -- each with all its possible conjugations! This means that every word and every verb, (in any form and any tense), is already in Babylon. ❖ Babylon allows searching for expressions that include multiple words.
❖ Babylon also allows you to toggle between words in any sentence and instantly translate each word while still keeping your current search active. ❖ You can bookmark desired words and translations for later focused study. ❖ It has a high resolution green display with a pleasant dark blue text color, designed to reduce eye fatigue.

Babylon "thinks" ahead!

As soon as you type and narrows its search, Babylon already knows what you are looking for your word and related expressions. It takes full advantage of its huge 16MB memory (most dictionaries range between half a MB to 2.5 MB) and gives you more wordy definitions, and explanations.

See more: www.hebrewworld.com
800-998-5698

$129.95

LINGVATRON

Hebrew Speaking Dictionary and talking phrase book

The only Hebrew-English/English-Hebrew electronic dictionary that translates for you and allows you to hear words and phrases in Hebrew in a natural human voice. Compact, lightweight folding design Simple to use. Over 450,000 unique Hebrew and English words and phrases including thousands of idioms, slang terms and a vast phrase-book. 32k Phone and Address book.

$199.00

SPEAKTIONARY

Hebrew Speaking Picture Dictionary on DVD-Rom

Over 1800 items, including pictures, sounds, and videos in both Hebrew and English. The best companion to any Hebrew program!

Thirty categories, such as: Jewish key words, Holidays, Bible Books - featuring the books of the Bible with their exact pronunciations, and much more...

$39.95
Learn Jewish prayer for beginners with the friendliest prayer tutorial. Hear every prayer and blessing on the enclosed CD. See the entire text in English, Hebrew and transliteration.

**FIRST STEPS IN HEBREW PRAYER**
New 2009 Edition in full color on high quality silk-like coated paper

Traditional in content - modern in appearance

World’s most pleasant and the easiest prayer tutorial! It is helping thousands to learn the Jewish prayer with much joy. It is also in use in hundreds of schools, congregations and it is offered in almost every Judaica store in the US and Israel. Sample pages, content and sound on our web page.

Practice prayers at home or when you travel!
The text conforms to that of a traditional Siddur, but every page is titled and organized in such a way that you can find any prayer or blessing within seconds. There are 68 prayer tracks on the CD, recorded with the wonderful, rich voice of Rabbi Tzvi Cooperman. These tracks include narration and well known tunes of the various prayers. **See sample pages:**

**THE SHEMA PRAYER**
New 2009 Edition in full color on high quality silk-like coated paper

**PRIESTLY BLESSING - BIRRAT COHENIM**

**HAMOTZI - BLESSING OVER BREAD**

**THE PRAYER-SHAWL BLESSING**

**TORAH BLESSINGS**

**THE THIRTEEN PRINCIPLES OF THE JEWISH FAITH**

**PRAYERS AND BLESSINGS GORGES, CUSTOMS AND HIGHLIGHTS**

**BLESSING UPON PUTTING ON THE TALIT**

**THE PRAYER-SHAWL BLESSING**

Price: $39.95
World’s best prayer program

TEFILLAH TRAINER

A new English translation is designed to be very faithful to the nuances and phrasing of the Hebrew and Aramaic texts. Full Control, allows you to customize accents, melody styles, speed of chanting, vocal range, and pronunciation. Translations follow the original texts and are highlighted phrase-by-phrase as the prayers are chanted.

Shabbat and weekdays
Simple to use
In Tefillah Trainer, you simply click on the prayer, click on the word, and click Play. Most prayers are chanted using proper traditional nusach -- the melody patterns traditionally used for sets of prayers chanted on weekdays and Shabbat. Other prayers are chanted with popular congregational melodies.

Feel the Joy of Hebrew Prayer
Designed for beginners who want to learn and practice complete prayers in complete prayer services, and for the advanced student who wants to lead services.

Fits your Prayerbook
Using different siddur texts to meet different synagogues texts.
Includes:
Nusach Ashkenaz, Nusach Ari (Chabad), Sim Shalom, Mishkan Tefillah and more.

Sophisticated and friendly
Using multimedia technology, complete prayers are presented in the proper context of complete prayer services, making it easy to navigate to the exact word in the exact prayer that you want to learn. No more searching through CDs, MP3 files or cassettes.

CD-ROM Windows/MAC: $139.00

THE TREASURE OF HEBREW IDIOMS
500 crown jewels - the most important Hebrew & Aramaic idioms - translated, narrated, and explained in English, on 2 audio CDs with over 130 minutes of recording, and a 40-page booklet, including Hebrew text with full vowels, English, and references to the Bible.

Source of idioms:
★ Bible
★ Talmud
★ Mishnah
★ Gemara
★ Midrash
★ & Hebrew Literature and Poetry

To see more and to hear sample idioms, visit our web site: 1-800-998-5698 www.hebrewworld.com

Enrich your language and understand the richness of the Hebraic mindset with:
THE TREASURE OF HEBREW IDIOMS
Only: $29.95
TROPE TRAINER
World’s best Bar Mitzvah/Bat Mitzvah program
The entire Torah chanted & Narrated! In this new version, it is also accompanied by any of 128 musical instruments!
Full control, allows you to choose: 6 different accents, 24 different melodies, the speed of narration and the pitch, so that you can adjust it to match your own voice, male’s or female’s.

Trope Trainer™ is a friendly, revolutionary new program with Torah, Haftarah and Megillah chanting, making learning all that is needed for Bar Mitzvah or Bat Mitzvah fun and easy.

The main features of Trope Trainer
- View and hear complete biblical texts with your choice of melody, accent, speed, pitch, and voice
- Translations and transliterations
- A full set of tutorials and exercises teaches you the chanting fundamentals
- Trope Trainer offers 6 accents and 24 melody styles to meet your needs and the customs of your community
- Variety of chanting melodies. Two versions are available: The Standard edition includes all Torah readings (including holidays) and their Haftarot. The Deluxe edition includes all Torah portions and Haftarot, plus all five Megillot (Esther, Eichah/ Lamentations, Ruth, Kohelet/Ecclesiastes and Shir Hashirim/Song of Songs.)
- Option of musical accompaniment with piano, guitar, drums, or any other of 128 instruments that you can turn on and off at any time!

Here is a word from a cantor about this Trope Trainer:
Cantor Seth Warner from New Orleans wrote:
"Thanks for making my life so much easier with your great software...I also believe that Kinnor Trope Trainer goes beyond any other Torah/Haftarah/Megillah training software on the market."

Windows CD-ROM
- Standard Edition - $114.00
- Deluxe Edition (including 5 Megiloth) - $139.00

BIBLICAL AND JEWISH MUSIC CDs
See more CDs - traditional and Hebrew classics, and hear song previews on our web site:
www.hebrewworld.com
Each CD: $16.95
Now, you too can pray the psalms of King David, saying the very words he wrote, spoke and sang in Leshon Hakodesh (the Holy tongue) - Hebrew. While you listen to the words, whether to practice, meditate or to solemnly pray, you’ll also hear the heavenly music of King David’s harp. These melodies were played in Jerusalem on the original, very first reproduction in 2000 years of the biblical 22-string harp. Psalms of the Heart Music-CD also includes selected verses accompanied by famous Psalm melodies, as they were sung for many generations, and beautiful psalm songs performed in Israel in the last 40 years.

The healing properties of Hebrew Psalms have been known for centuries - see why a growing and surprising body of scientific evidence attests to this power, and here these psalms accompanied with the world renowned Harrari’s original harp on our website: www.hebrewworld.com. FREE Bonus - only with this catalog: Psalms Favorites Meditation tutorial CD (limit 2 per customer) (See item on the right). Mention “FREE PSALMS OFFER”.

THE HEBREW BIBLE
NARRATED, CHAPTER BY CHAPTER
Includes: The Law, The Prophets, The Writings (Torah, Neveim, Ktavim).

The whole Bible, beautifully narrated in Hebrew, on four MP3 audio CDs by Shlomo Bertonov, Israel’s best Bible reader.
The best Hebrew narration ever of Hebrew Scriptures, recorded with excellent intonation, dictation, and accent. Each one of these Hebrew recordings was broadcast for decades on Kol Israel (the Voice of Israel), Israel’s National Radio. This superb narration can dramatically improve your Torah reading and your understanding of the Hebrew Bible.
LEARN & PLAY
HEBREW BUNDLE
FOR ALL AGES

✓ Selected chapters of
talking Bible ✓ Reading
✓ Writing ✓ Speaking
✓ Calendars ✓ Numbers
✓ Scenes ✓ Tutorials
✓ Clock ✓ Names ✓ Testing

Introducing: Hebrew World, the newly made, hottest CD-ROM on the market. Utilizing advanced phonetic concepts, this interactive program is ideal for children, yet sophisticated enough for the US embassy staff in Tel Aviv. Hebrew World is entertaining, intriguing and enlightening. Loaded with beautiful graphics, sounds and music, it is the friendliest, most effective Hebrew program you have ever seen! Created by Dr. Danny Ben-Gigi, former head of Hebrew Programs at Arizona State University.

Introducing: Speaktionary, the
Hebrew Speaking Picture Dictionary
THE BEST COMPANION TO ANY
HEBREW PROGRAM THAT YOU MAY HAVE
* Easy to use, elegant, friendly, and fun for children and adults alike. * Hebrew and English alphabetical order in 30 useful categories such as: Directions, animals, art, computer, holidays, time expressions, Bible books and many more. * This exciting program includes Hebrew, English and transliteration for every picture. * Choose the voice you wish to hear - man's, woman's or child's voice. * Learn thousands of words with fine picture & superb sound quality.

Both Hebrew World and Speaktionary are Windows and MAC OS X compatible

Special Bundle Save $40.00!
Only: $69.95
www.hebrewworld.com
1-800-998-5698

The Great Bible Bundle

Hebrew/English Transliterated Bible: 4000 pages, line-by-line, Hebrew, English and transliteration of the whole Bible! + FREE MP3 CD with the whole Bible narrated! Tanach Plus: Bilingual Hebrew English Bible with complete concordance and amazing Gematria tools. Allows you to see both the Hebrew and English texts as you listen to the narration. Reading the Bible in Hebrew: A great tutorial of Genesis chapters, 2 reading speeds - normal & slow. Psalms Favorites Meditation CD: 22 soft & meditative chapters narrated + Psalm 23 sung + more. Songs of the Torah: the best collection of award winning Biblical famous songs.

Only: $89.95